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Abstract

It is well known that subtropical shallow convection transports heat and water vapour upwards from surface. It is less clear if it

also transports horizontal momentum upwards to significantly affect the trade winds in which it is embedded. We utilize unique

multi-day large eddy simulations run over the tropical Atlantic with ICON-LEM to investigate the character of convective

momentum transport (CMT) by shallow convection.

For a typical trade wind profile during boreal winter, the convection acts like an apparent friction to decelerate the north-

easterlies. This effect is maximum below the cloud base while in the cloud layer, the friction is minimum but is distributed over

a relatively deeper layer. In the cloud layer, the zonal component of the momentum flux is counter-gradient and penetrates

deeper than reported in traditional shallow cumulus LES cases. The transport through conditionally sampled convective

updrafts and downdrafts explains the weak friction effect but not the counter-gradient flux near cloud tops.

The analysis of the momentum flux budget reveals that, in the cloud layer, the counter-gradient flux is driven by convectively

triggered non-hydrostatic pressure-gradients and horizontal circulations surrounding the clouds. A model set-up with large

domain size and realistic boundary conditions is necessary to resolve these effects.
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Abstract14

It is well known that subtropical shallow convection transports heat and water vapour15

upwards from surface. It is less clear if it also transports horizontal momentum upwards16

to significantly affect the trade winds in which it is embedded. We utilize unique multi-17

day large eddy simulations run over the tropical Atlantic with ICON-LEM to investi-18

gate the character of convective momentum transport (CMT) by shallow convection.19

For a typical trade wind profile during boreal winter, the convection acts like an20

apparent friction to decelerate the north-easterlies. This effect is maximum below the21

cloud base while in the cloud layer, the friction is minimum but is distributed over a rel-22

atively deeper layer. In the cloud layer, the zonal component of the momentum flux is23

counter-gradient and penetrates deeper than reported in traditional shallow cumulus LES24

cases. The transport through conditionally sampled convective updrafts and downdrafts25

explains the weak friction effect but not the counter-gradient flux near cloud tops.26

The analysis of the momentum flux budget reveals that, in the cloud layer, the counter-27

gradient flux is driven by convectively triggered non-hydrostatic pressure-gradients and28

horizontal circulations surrounding the clouds. A model set-up with large domain size29

and realistic boundary conditions is necessary to resolve these effects.30

Plain Language Summary31

The vertical profile of temperature and moisture is strongly controlled by the at-32

mospheric moist convection as it mixes heat and water vapour upwards from surface. It33

is less clear if it also mixes horizontal momentum upwards to significantly affect the ver-34

tical profile of winds. Past studies have found that the subtropical-shallow convection35

mainly transports momentum down-gradient so as to reduce the vertical wind shear. We36

utilize unique multi-day large eddy simulations run over the tropical Atlantic under the37

German HD(CP)2 project to quantify the convective momentum transports.38

We find that for a typical trade wind profile, convection acts like a friction on the39

surrounding flow below cloud base while near cloud tops it transports momentum so as40

to enhance the vertical shear in the mean wind. Detailed analysis of momentum flux in-41

dicates that the convectively driven turbulent circulations around the clouds facilitates42

this transport. This mechanism of momentum transport is typically not included in most43

climate models and may have fundamental implications for simulations of the trade winds.44

1 Introduction45

It is known since the 1960s that atmospheric convection transports water vapour46

and heat upwards in the troposphere from the surface (Riehl, 1958). This happens as47

convection acting through meso- and sub-meso-scale updrafts and downdrafts carries heat48

and moisture vertically. But it is still not clear to what extent convection transports hor-49

izontal momentum upwards to either accelerate or decelerate the tropospheric flows or50

whether convection does little to perturb them. Within the theme of cloud-circulation51

coupling, which has been identified as the key limiter in our understanding of future cli-52

mate changes (Bony et al., 2015), convective momentum transports (CMT) is an unex-53

plored mechanism. In this paper, we have investigated the processes that control the char-54

acter of CMT through subtropical shallow convection.55

Understanding CMT is challenging because unlike heat or scalar field transport,56

the horizontal momentum is not necessarily conserved during mass transport. Instead,57

the momentum is continually exchanged with the environment through other mechanisms58

such as pressure perturbations that trigger horizontal circulations around updrafts and59

downdrafts and form drag.60
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The measurements of pressure perturbations in and across convecting entities is61

difficult. In spite of this difficulty, some isolated observations have been made (e.g., LeMone,62

1983; LeMone et al., 1984; LeMone & Moncrieff, 1994). LeMone (1983) observed con-63

vective momentum transport occurring through lines of cumulonimbus clouds. Her re-64

sults suggested that the flux of convective momentum was of similar sign to the sign of65

mean large-scale wind shear suggesting counter-gradient transport. Traditionally, one66

thinks of ‘down-gradient’ momentum transport as mixing away of shear, while ‘counter-67

gradient’ (or ‘up-gradient’) momentum transport is thought to enhance wind-shear. This68

implied that lines of cumulonimbus clouds favor non-local transports in the direction op-69

posite to the shear driven, downgradient turbulent mixing. A more comprehensive study70

later also presented cases where downgradient transport was stronger than the non-local71

CMT (LeMone et al., 1984). Similarly, Wu and Yanai (1994) found downgradient trans-72

port in their analysis of residues in the momentum budget calculated from measurements73

obtained for deep convection during TOGA COARE campaign. From these handful of74

observational studies, it is not clear if shallow CMT is downgradient or counter-gradient.75

Initial impetus on the need to study and parameterize CMT in the general circu-76

lation models was given by the landmark study of Schneider and Lindzen (1976). They77

were motivated by the fact that moist convection acts as a link between viscous flow in78

the turbulent boundary layer and relatively friction-free fast-moving free tropospheric79

air above it. This led them to propose that clouds and convection originating near the80

surface mainly act as a “cumulus friction” on the free tropospheric flow. Some researchers81

since then have proposed parameterizations to account for this effect in climate mod-82

els (Wu & Yanai, 1994; Zhang & Cho, 1991; Kershaw & Gregory, 1997; Gregory et al.,83

1997; Romps, 2012). These studies mainly used conclusions from observations (LeMone84

& Moncrieff, 1994) or cloud resolving models (∼ 1 km resolution) to propose modifica-85

tions to convective parameterizations to account for pressure perturbations. They did86

not derive if clouds in general act as a cumulus friction on the surrounding flow and have87

focused only on deep convection.88

Though, it is intuitive to expect that more vigorous deep convection likely promotes89

stronger CMT, it is hard to overlook the fact that shallow convection is more frequent90

and all pervasive in tropics. Interestingly, indirect attempts to diagnose CMT support91

this view as well. Carr and Bretherton (2001) used reanalysis data to compute the ver-92

tical profile of CMT as a residue in the large-scale budget of the horizontal momentum.93

They found large residues only in the lower troposphere, suggesting that shallow CMT94

may well have a larger role in the momentum budget of large-scale circulations than deep95

convective momentum transport.96

There are a few recent studies which have used large-eddy simulations (LES, ∼ 10097

m resolution) with idealized boundary conditions to analyze CMT through shallow con-98

vection. The LES have an advantage over cloud resolving models (CRM, ∼ 1 km res-99

olution) as scales of shallow convective motions are better resolved in the former. Brown100

(1999), using LES simulations of BOMEX at ∼ 100 m resolution, showed that the ver-101

tical momentum flux is a strong function of the background wind shear in their simu-102

lations. Zhu (2015) studied various shallow convection cases (e.g. BOMEX, RICO, DY-103

COMS and ASTEX) and reported that a significant CMT occurs through the small-scale104

turbulent motions not resolved at 100 m resolution. However, contributions from large-105

scale eddies were equally significant in their simulations. Furthermore, the relative con-106

tributions from small/large eddies changed depending on the case in their study. Schlemmer107

et al. (2017) noted mainly down-gradient momentum fluxes in their simulations of RICO.108

In contrast, Larson et al. (2019) studying BOMEX cases found counter-gradient momen-109

tum flux in a thin layer near cloud base in their simulations. They showed that the counter-110

gradient flux is driven by the cross-correlations of buoyancy with the perturbation ver-111

tical velocity in their model. Badlan et al. (2017) used LES to simulate deep convection112

and showed that convection simulated with idealized doubly periodic boundary condi-113
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tions may not simulate the natural growth of deep convective systems. Furthermore, they114

found that the properties of CMT were sensitive to the domain size. This suggests that115

a proper aspect ratio of the domain is needed to adequately simulate the convective cir-116

culations. Most of the LES studies focusing on shallow CMT utilized simulations with117

idealized boundary conditions or were integrated over a small domain (∼ 25 km). It is118

not clear how such idealizations influence the conclusions they report.119

The aim of this paper is to investigate the character of the shallow CMT (down-120

gradient or counter-gradient) using the state of the art, large-domain, long time integra-121

tions of the ICON large-eddy simulations (ICON-LEM) over the tropical North Atlantic.122

These LES simulations utilize a nested simulation strategy and derive boundary condi-123

tions from the outer model domain and are run for longer time periods than past stud-124

ies. We first describe the ICON-LEM simulation set-up and methods of analysis in Sec.2.125

Then the results are presented in sec.3 and finally discussion and conclusions are pre-126

sented in sec.4 and sec.5 respectively.127

2 Simulations and analysis128

2.1 ICON-LEM simulations129

Under the German HD(CP)2 (High-Definition Clouds and Precipitation for Ad-130

vancing Climate Predictions) project; simulations were run over the Atlantic ocean us-131

ing the Icosahedral Non-hydrostatic model (ICON) (Dipankar et al., 2015) to study sub-132

tropical shallow clouds. This set of simulations was run at multiple resolutions cover-133

ing a wide area over the tropical Atlantic and served as a hindcast for the NARVAL (Next-134

Generation Aircraft Remote Sensing for Validation) observational expedition (Klocke et135

al., 2017; Stevens et al., 2019). Under this cascade of simulations, the coarse model is136

run at cloud resolving resolutions of about 1.25 km while the finest model is run at 150137

m resolution in the innermost domain.138

The simulations were run over 6 days during 11th to 19th December 2013 (11, 12,139

14, 15, 16, 20 December 2013). Each simulation was run for 27 hours starting at 9 UTC.140

The first 3 hours are discarded as spin-up on all days in the presented analysis. The lat-141

eral boundary conditions were obtained from the outer LES run at coarser resolution and142

were nudged every hour with 1 way nesting. The boundary conditions for the outermost143

model were forced using ECMWF reanalysis data. A time-step of 1.5 sec. was used for144

150 m resolution. These runs used a binary cloud scheme and Smagorinsky sub-grid scale145

turbulence scheme. The output for instantaneous fields every 15 min was made avail-146

able on the Icosahedral grid which was converted to lat-lon grid using regridding func-147

tions available with the CDO package as recommended in the ICON manual.148

We utilized the ICON-LEM with finest horizontal grid resolution of 150 m which149

covers a 200 km x 100 km area out of which we sampled from a 100 km x 100 km area150

centered at 13.1◦N and 58.5◦E with 150 vertical levels. This area was selected to min-151

imize the effect of lateral nudging at the longitudinal boundaries. To test the effect of152

domain size on the analysis, we repeated the analysis sampling from increasingly smaller153

domains centered on the same latitude and longitude (13.1◦N, 58.5◦E, 50 km x 50 km154

identified as ‘50 km’ and 25 km x 25 km identified as ‘25 km’). Unless otherwise men-155

tioned, the results are presented for the default domain of 100 km x 100 km identified156

as ‘100 km’.157

To analyze the vertical momentum transport, the anomalous vertical flux of zonal158

(u′w′) and meridional (v′w′) momentum was computed following standard Reynolds de-159

composition. Unless specified otherwise, quantities presented are averaged over the sim-160

ulation period (except spin-up) and averaged over the domain.161
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2.2 BOMEX and RICO simulations using DALES162

The Dutch Atmospheric Large Eddy Simulation (DALES) model (Heus et al., 2010)163

was used to simulate the shallow convective cases from BOMEX (A. P. Siebesma et al.,164

2003) and RICO (VanZanten et al., 2011). This model has a horizontal domain size of165

12.8 x 12.8 km2 with 512 grid points in each direction and 12.5 m resolution in vertical166

with 224 levels. A second order advection scheme was used and the subgrid eddy diffu-167

sivities were calculated by a prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) scheme. The sim-168

ulations were run for 8 h and the first couple of hours were rejected from the analysis169

as a spin-up. More details about these simulations can be found in (de Roode et al., 2012).170

2.3 Terminology171

2.3.1 Apparent friction172

When the total vertical flux convergence tendency (−∂(u′w′)
∂z ) acts to decelerate the173

domain mean (also referred to as ‘background’) winds, we refer to it as apparent fric-174

tion. Here, the sign of vertical flux convergence tendency is opposite to that of domain175

mean winds. For the typical trade wind profile (see more discussion later in Sec.3) with176

u < 0, positive values of the tendency (−∂(u′w′)
∂z > 0) indicate apparent friction.177

In the description of results, we simply refer to ‘apparent friction’ as ‘friction’ while178

keeping in mind that this is an effect on the surrounding flow due to turbulent mixing179

at smaller scales and not due to relative motion between two surfaces.180

2.3.2 Counter-gradient fluxes181

When the sign of vertical momentum flux is similar to the sign of domain mean ver-182

tical wind shear, we refer to it as the counter-gradient flux. For example, a counter-gradient183

zonal flux layer is identified where u′w′ ∂u∂z > 0. In contrast, the down-gradient flux layer184

has u′w′ ∂u∂z < 0. A similar definition was adapted in the past studies (e.g., Larson et185

al., 2019).186

3 Results187

3.1 Counter-gradient momentum transport188

The tropical wind profile during boreal winters is typically characterized by north-189

easterly trade winds in the boundary layer that turn to become westerlies somewhere190

in the free troposphere. There is negative (backward) shear (∂u∂z > 0) in these winds191

which can be explained through the thermal wind equation, given the negative merid-192

ional temperature gradients. The mean zonal winds during the eight days of ICON-LEM193

simulations during December 2013 are consistent with this picture (Fig.1a), except for194

stronger near surface easterly winds compared to the climatology (∼ −7 m/s, Brueck195

et al., 2015). The mean zonal wind shows a jet with an extremum of -14 m/s at 1 km196

which is about 500 m above the mixed layer top and the mean cloud base height (Fig.1d).197

Because winds near the surface are slowed down, the jet introduces a change in verti-198

cal shear in the mean profile. The shear is negative (∂u∂z < 0) below the jet extremum199

and turns positive (∂u∂z > 0) above the jet extremum at around 1 km from surface.200

To analyze the role of momentum transport in setting this wind profile, we look201

at the zonal component of momentum flux (u′w′). The flux is positive near the surface202

consistent with the positive surface stress imparted by the ground on the easterly winds.203

As the turbulent fluxes in the near surface layer were not available in the output, we an-204

alyzed here only the ‘resolved’ fluxes at a resolution of 150 m (referred to as fluxes here-205

onwards). It can be safely assumed that the zonal momentum flux smoothly increases206
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Figure 1. The domain averaged vertical profiles of, a) zonal (green) and meridional (red)

winds (m/s), b) zonal (green) and meridional (red) component of vertical momentum flux

(m2/s2), c) zonal (green) and meridional (red) vertical flux convergence tendency (m/s2) and

d) fraction of area covered by Cloudy region (blue), Cloudy updrafts (cyan) and Strong down-

drafts (magenta). More details about the identification method for the convective entities can be

found in Sec.3.4. All values were averaged over the length of ICON-LEM simulation, see details

in Sec.2.1

to the near surface value by the unresolved turbulent fluxes consistent with Helfer, Nui-207

jens, and Dixit (2020). The zonal flux maximizes at around 250 m and smoothly reduces208

to zero near 2 km above which the flux is small. The flux is down-gradient below the jet209

extremum as the flux acts to diffuse the mean wind shear, while it is counter-gradient210

above the jet extremum from 1 km until 2 km. Analysis of time series of momentum flux211

(not shown) suggests that the counter-gradient momentum flux is an ubiquitous feature212

in these simulations.213

These features are consistent with the recent study by Larson et al. (2019) who found214

counter-gradient momentum transport in a thin layer (250 m layer) near the jet-extremum215

in their simulation. In our simulations the counter-gradient transport occurs over a sig-216

nificantly thicker layer (1000 m) penetrating all the way until 2 km. Interestingly, other217

past studies using LES (e.g., Brown, 1999), have not reported significant counter-gradient218

transport of momentum. These are discussed later in sec.4.219

3.2 Friction220

The decreasing positive zonal momentum flux introduces a friction on the mean221

winds (Fig.1b,c). In the layer below 500 m where clouds are absent (Fig.1d), the fric-222
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tion mainly occurs through the unsaturated thermals. Disregarding unresolved turbu-223

lence below 250 m, the peak in the friction effect through CMT occurs at the base of the224

transition layer where clouds start to form, at around 500 m. The cloud fraction peaks225

near 800 m, where the friction effects are minimum and are around 25% of their value226

just below the cloud-base (500 m). In the counter-gradient flux layer above 1 km the fric-227

tion effects moderately increase and diminish at around 2 km consistent with the dimin-228

ishing constant momentum flux at that altitude. In this sense, the convective momen-229

tum transport acts as a strong friction only below the bulk of the cloud base, is mini-230

mum near peak cloud and is moderate near cloud-tops. Hence the notion of “cumulus231

friction” driven by clouds is contrary to expectation in these shallow convective cases.232

It is instructive to discuss the frictional effect in light of previous LES studies. Brown233

(1999) and Helfer, Nuijens, De Roode, and Siebesma (2020) analyzed the effect of mean234

shear on convection using LES of marine cumulus convection. Amongst many cases of235

forward and backward shear they analyzed, they did not report any counter-gradient mo-236

mentum flux in their simulations. They found friction though CMT in the lower and mid-237

dle cloud layer. In the top layer, the effect of imposed shear was most pronounced. Only238

the forward shear (∂u∂z < 0) case showed friction near cloud tops while the backward239

shear (∂u∂z > 0) case indicated wind enhancement though CMT. Zhu (2015) and Schlemmer240

et al. (2017) mainly analyzed backward shear cases and found friction in the cloud layer241

only near the jet extremum. As pointed out by Larson et al. (2019), Schlemmer et al.242

(2017) also simulated a small counter-gradient flux in the cloud layer, but did not dis-243

cuss it in detail. The same is true for Brown (1999) and Helfer, Nuijens, De Roode, and244

Siebesma (2020). It is clear from the above discussion that different LES simulations seem245

to suggest different conclusions about the presence of counter-gradient flux and friction246

through CMT.247

To facilitate the direct comparison, we compared ICON-LEM simulations with the248

BOMEX / RICO shallow convective cases simulated with DALES model. Both RICO249

and BOMEX simulations were forced with similar mean winds (Fig.2b) and produced250

strong friction near cloud base and counter-gradient momentum flux in a relatively thin251

layer near the jet extremum (Fig.2a). At the jet extremum, the momentum fluxes are252

roughly 0.01 m2/s2, which is a sixth of their peak values of roughly 0.06 m2/s2 near 100253

m from surface. In comparison, about twice as much flux is present near and above the254

jet extremum in the ICON-LEM simulations, where the flux near the extremum (1000255

m) is about 0.03 m2/s2, which is closer to a third of its peak value of 0.11 m2/s2 near256

200 m.257

The ICON-LEM simulations clearly have more surface momentum flux than RICO/BOMEX258

due to stronger mean winds, but they also have a larger fraction of the surface momen-259

tum flux that is still present at the base of the cloud layer than in the RICO/BOMEX260

simulations. More vigorous convection in the ICON-LEM simulations could be respon-261

sible for this, but evidently the ICON-LEM simulations also have much more wind shear262

below and above the jet extremum. Hence, we would also expect a larger influence of263

local mixing producing negative (down-gradient) momentum fluxes in the lower cloud264

layer. To disentangle the effects of convection from the wind-shear in the momentum flux265

production, we next analyze these processes in detail.266

3.3 Budget of Momentum flux267

The contribution of different processes in producing momentum flux can be ana-268

lyzed effectively by calculating the budget of the momentum flux. We calculate the mo-269

mentum flux budget following LeMone (1983). The budget for the zonal component of270

vertical flux (u′w′) can be written as,271
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Figure 2. Comparison of domain averaged vertical profiles simulated in BOMEX (red), RICO

(green) and ICON-LEM (blue) shallow convective cases. a) zonal component of vertical momen-

tum flux (m2/s2), b) zonal winds (m/s), c) meridional component of vertical momentum flux

(m2/s2) and d) meridional winds (m/s). All values were averaged over the length of simulation,

see details in Sec.2.1.
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Figure 3. The domain averaged vertical profiles of a) zonal component of vertical momen-

tum flux (m2/s2), b) Flux tendency due to Buoyancy term B (red), Vertical pressure gradient

term VP (blue) and sum of all other terms in the zonal momentum flux budget (green) (All in

(m2/s3), see Eq.1) and c) Flux tendency due to individual terms (shear driven turbulence term

S (green), vertical transport term Tr (magenta), horizontal pressure term HP (cyan)) in the bud-

get when compared to the buoyancy residue (BR, red) and horizontal transports HTrans (blue)

(m2/s2). See the text for definitions.

∂(u′w′)

∂t
= −w′2 ∂U

∂z
− 1

ρ

∂(ρu′w′2)

∂z
+

g

Tv
u′T ′v − (

w′

ρ

∂p′

∂x
+
u′

ρ

∂p′

∂z
) + fv′w′ +H.trans. (1)

where we have used traditional Reynolds decomposition to calculate the mean and272

perturbation quantities for all fields. The usual symbols following LeMone (1983) are used273

to designate different terms. While shear production (S= −w′2 ∂U∂z ), vertical transport274

(Tr= − 1
ρ
∂(ρu′w′2)

∂z ), buoyancy (B= + g

Tv
u′T ′v) and pressure terms (HP = −w′

ρ
∂p′

∂x , VP =275

−u′

ρ
∂p′

∂z ) were calculated explicitly using the 3D fields available, the effect of horizontal276

flux convergence (Horizontal transport, ‘H.Trans.’) is calculated as a residue so as to close277

the budget assuming a steady state for the fluxes (∂(u
′v′)
∂t = 0). A brief description of278

terms contributing to the Horizontal transport is provided in Appendix A. The Cori-279

olis terms (C = fv′w′) arise due to action of the Coriolis force on the meridional com-280

ponent of vertical momentum flux. All gradients were calculated using a finite difference281

scheme.282
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Our main goal is to identify the mechanism inducing a positive momentum flux gen-283

eration tendency in the counter-gradient layer, but we also use this framework to ana-284

lyze tendencies in the other layers. We begin by first describing the physical processes285

associated with each of the terms. The diffusive effect of background wind shear on the286

momentum flux is captured in the S term. This term is representative of downgradient287

diffusion acting through the local wind gradients, which would generate negative momen-288

tum flux when vertical wind gradients are positive. This term hence cannot explain the289

counter-gradient fluxes. The negative tendencies through the diffusive S term needs to290

be compensated by one or a set of other terms to induce a positive momentum tendency.291

Among other terms, the Tr term signifies the transport which redistributes momen-292

tum flux vertically. This term is not a sink or source when considered over the whole con-293

vective column. The B term shows the effect of correlated changes in the wind and buoy-294

ancy perturbation in the flux generation. The HP and VP terms show the effect of hor-295

izontal and vertical pressure gradients on the flux generation while the HTrans term mainly296

signifies the effect of horizontal circulations in vertical flux generation. The Coriolis force297

term is significantly smaller than the other terms and is not shown.298

In past studies, it was generally assumed that the effect of horizontal perturbation299

pressure gradients is mainly to bring the flow back to isotropy. This would happen when300

the horizontal pressure gradients act to reduce horizontal density gradients. While this301

is very likely true in the mixed layer on account of isotropic turbulence, it is less likely302

to be true in the cloud layer where asymmetric horizontal circulations emerge surround-303

ing the clouds. Some previous investigators have found a very important role of horizon-304

tal pressure gradients in sheared environments (e.g., Rotunno & Klemp, 1982; Wu & Yanai,305

1994). With this background, we explicitly evaluate this term in our simulations.306

Similarly, in past studies the effect of vertical perturbation pressure gradients is as-307

sumed to reduce the buoyancy. This stems from the finding that the dominant balance308

in the vertical momentum budget is between vertical advection, pressure gradients and309

buoyancy, with a much smaller role for lateral entrainment of mixing (de Roode et al.,310

2012). There is a significant body of literature discussing the validity of this assumption311

(e.g., Houze Jr, 2014; de Roode et al., 2012). We explicitly calculate the vertical pertur-312

bation pressure gradient as well.313

3.3.1 Hydrostatic balance on meso-scales314

The dominant balance affecting the momentum fluxes in ICON-LEM is that be-315

tween the buoyancy term and the vertical pressure gradient term (Fig. 3 b), in essence316

establishing hydrostatic balance. The buoyancy term is positive below the cloud layer317

accounting for the momentum carried by unsaturated boundary layer thermals. This term318

turns negative near cloud-base, where instead a vertical pressure gradient leads to pos-319

itive momentum fluxes. In the main cloud layer where effects of latent heating create pos-320

itively buoyant updrafts again, the buoyancy term turns positive (note that this is also321

in the counter-gradient momentum flux layer) and the B term peaks just above 2 km where322

momentum fluxes are small. The momentum flux is thus mainly controlled by the close323

balance between the buoyancy term (B) and the vertical pressure gradient term (VP).324

g

Tv
u′T ′v ∼

u′

ρ

∂p′

∂z
(2)

Numerous authors studying vertical velocity of updrafts have indeed suggested that325

rather than looking at absolute buoyancy, buoyancy should be interpreted as the “stat-326

ically forced part of the locally non-hydrostatic, upward pressure gradient force” in other327

words, an “effective buoyancy” equivalent to the sum of absolute buoyancy and the ver-328

tically oriented buoyancy pressure gradient force (see the discussion in (Peters, 2016) and329

also (Doswell III & Markowski, 2004; Romps & Charn, 2015)).330
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To find out what really drives differences in momentum fluxes, we should be com-331

paring, the small residue between the pressure and buoyancy term (which is a result of332

the non-hydrostatic pressure perturbations) with the other terms in the budget to draw333

a comparison. In the flux budget we study here, we define the buoyancy residue (BR)334

as:335

BR =
g

Tv
u′T ′v −

u′

ρ

∂p′

∂z
(3)

The BR is positive in the transition layer near cloud base. In the subcloud and tran-336

sition layer, shear also helps to generate a positive flux. In the counter-gradient flux layer337

on the other hand, the BR is essentially zero (Fig.3c). In the counter-gradient flux layer,338

shear instead plays an important role at diffusing the momentum flux, while the hori-339

zontal transport term and horizontal pressure gradients act to enlarge a positive (thus340

counter-gradient) momentum flux. The most dominant term inducing the positive flux341

tendency in the counter-gradient flux layer is the momentum transport through horizon-342

tal circulations.343

These results are notably different from recent LES simulations by Larson et al.344

(2019). They found that the dominant balance in their simulations was between the buoy-345

ancy term, the vertical transport term and the vertical shear term. The buoyancy and346

transport terms induced the positive (thus counter-gradient) flux in their simulations,347

while the vertical shear diffused them. In contrast, in the present simulations the domain348

averaged zeroth order balance is between vertical pressure gradient and buoyancy term,349

which signifies a hydrostatic balance (Eq.2). The first order balance driving the tendency350

of momentum flux is dominated by the flux transport through horizontal circulations (H.Trans >>351

BR).352

In conclusion, the horizontal circulations primarily drive positive counter-gradient353

momentum flux tendency while vertical transport and horizontal pressure terms lead to354

small increases in the flux. The (large) shear overall reduces the momentum fluxes through355

turbulent diffusion.356

3.3.2 Domain size dependence357

One potential reason for the different momentum flux between the ICON-LEM sim-358

ulations and those used in Larson et al. (2019) is that the domain in the present case359

(100 km x 100 km) is significantly larger than the one in Larson et al. (2019) (25 km x360

25 km). We chose this domain to ultimately derive statistics suitable for improving the361

convective parameterizations in climate models. To test the effect of domain size, we re-362

peated the budget calculation over smaller subset of our domain. Fig.4 shows a simpli-363

fied form of the momentum flux budget,364

BR+HTrans+ (S + Tr +HP ) = 0 (4)

where (S+Tr+HP) are referred as ‘Other terms’. When Sampled over 50 km, the zeroth365

order balance is hydrostatic; similar to the one in 100 km, except that the buoyancy residue366

(BR term) is non-negligible in the counter-gradient flux layer (Fig.4b). The vertical trans-367

port and horizontal pressure terms are similar as in 100 km domain (not shown explic-368

itly) but the effect of horizontal circulations is smaller.369

A similar picture is seen in 25 km domain with even a larger bouyancy residue (BR)370

indicating significant non-hydrostatic pressure perturbations (Fig.4c). When sampled371

over comparably smaller domains; the first order balance becomes similar to the one ob-372

served by Larson et al. (2019) for RICO. Remember that zeroth order balance is still sig-373

nificantly different from Larson et al. (2019).374
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Figure 4. The domain dependence of zonal momentum flux (m2/s2) (a) and the budget terms

in Eq.4: BR (red), H Trans (Blue) and Other terms (Cyan) in 50Km (b) and 25Km (c) domain

sampling (m2/s3).
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It is clear from this analysis that positive momentum flux tendency is mainly in-375

duced by the buoyancy term at cloud cluster scale (∼ 25 km) but is mediated by asso-376

ciated horizontal circulations when considered over a larger domain (∼ 100 km). This377

is expected to have significant implications for the convective momentum transport pa-378

rameterizations and the so called top-hat (or bulk plume) approximation. This approx-379

imation assumes that a significant transport of a quantity occurs mainly through strong380

updrafts and downdrafts while the rest of the turbulent flow accomplishes relatively smaller381

transports. This is an excellent approximation for the heat or scalar transport (A. Siebesma382

& Cuijpers, 1995) as these properties are mostly confined to the convecting entities (like383

updrafts and downdrafts etc.) but momentum transport, in contrast, is also altered by384

the pressure gradients that drive horizontal circulations on larger areas, where the ex-385

istence of the latter depends on the simulation domain.386

3.4 Transport through clouds387

To evaluate what part of the total momentum and momentum flux is actually car-388

ried through different convecting entities, we applied the following objective based def-389

initions to identify them in the 3D ICON-LEM fields,390

1. cloudy: refers to average over all grid-points with positive cloud liquid water (cld >391

0)392

2. updrafts: refers to average over all grid-points with positive vertical velocity (w >393

0, which can locate in the cloud or sub-cloud layer)394

3. cloudy updrafts: refers to average over all cloudy grid-points with positive veloc-395

ity (w > 0 and cld > 0)396

4. strong downdrafts: refers to average over all grid-points with stronger than 0.5 m/s397

negative vertical velocity (w < −0.5m/s)398

3.4.1 Momentum transport399

In the cloud layer above 500 m, the cloudy updrafts have significantly slower zonal400

speeds as compared to their environments inducing a cumulus friction (Fig.5a). Above401

1500 m, the cloudy updrafts have faster speeds than the environmental wind. The un-402

saturated updrafts below cloud base have slightly slower speeds. The strong downdrafts403

have similar speeds as the environment except in two layers: 1) In sub-cloud layer, the404

downdrafts move at significantly faster speeds inducing friction on the background flow.405

This is likely an effect of asymmetric cold-pools, as symmetric cold pools are less likely406

to have any domain mean net influence. 2) In the layer between 1500 m and 2500 m, the407

strong downdrafts have slightly faster horizontal speeds inducing weak friction.408

In the meridional direction, the cloudy updrafts have faster speeds than the envi-409

ronmental wind (opposite to “cumulus friction”) while the downdrafts fall at similar speeds410

inducing negligible effect (Fig.5b). The updrafts below the cloud base have slower speeds411

than the environment contributing to friction on the background flow.412

3.4.2 Momentum flux transport413

The cloudy updrafts have a non-monotonic momentum flux profile (Fig.5c). Their414

momentum flux increases starting from low values near cloud-base to significantly larger415

values near the jet extremum at 1000 m. In this layer, the flux convergence of the cloudy416

updraft flux suggests a significant reduction in the cumulus friction. In fact, in this layer,417

the contribution from cloudy updrafts is to enhance (opposite to the notion of “cumu-418

lus friction”) the winds below the jet extremum. This is consistent with the sharp de-419

crease in cumulus friction effect near the cloud fraction maximum discussed before (Fig.1).420

Above the altitude of the jet extremum at 1 km, the flux through cloudy updrafts sharply421
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Figure 5. The domain mean vertical profiles of winds and vertical momentum fluxes along

with the contributions from Cloudy updrafts and Strong downdrafts (See Sec3.4 for definitions),

a) zonal wind (m/s), b) meridional wind (m/s), c) zonal component of vertical momentum flux

(m2/s2) and d) meridional component of vertical momentum flux (m2/s2)
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Figure 6. The domain mean vertical profiles of a) mass flux (m/s), b) grid mean w wind

(m/s) and c) grid mean area fraction through objectively sampled Cloudy updrafts (green),

strong downdrafts (blue) and updrafts (cyan)

turns negative indicating a negligible contribution to the counter-gradient (positive) mo-422

mentum flux through cloudy updrafts above 1.3-1.5 km. This is consistent with the find-423

ings from the momentum flux budget that the buoyancy residue (BR) is approximately424

zero above 1 km (Fig.3).425

The clouds (cloudy samples) carry atleast a 3-4 times larger positive momentum426

flux in the lower part of the counter-gradient flux layer, but sharply turn negative at around427

1500 m consistent with their speeds, suggesting lack of cloudy contributions to the counter-428

gradient flux above 1300 m upto 2000 m (Fig.5c).429

The meridional momentum flux shows that both clouds and cloudy updrafts carry430

significant negative flux (Fig.5d). This flux is partly compensated by the environmen-431

tal momentum flux (not shown) to ultimately render a weak negative momentum flux432

profile in the cloud layer (Fig.1).433

The consistency between conditionally sampled momentum flux and previously dis-434

cussed momentum flux budget further bolsters our finding that in the main cloud layer435

and near cloud tops (between 1 - 2 km), meso-scale horizontal circulations predominantly436

lead the transport of extra positive momentum flux.437

3.5 Testing mass-flux based parameterizations438

The shallow CMT in some climate models is represented by the traditional mass-439

flux based parameterizations. It is useful to evaluate if these parameterizations repre-440
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sent the counter-gradient flux contribution near cloud tops and the weak friction effect441

throughout the cloud layer that we observed in our simulations.442

To facilitate the evaluation, we follow Gregory et al. (1997)’s decomposition to cal-443

culate the contributions from cloudy updrafts and strong downdrafts to the total mo-444

mentum flux. Furthermore, we also calculate contributions from updrafts in setting the445

momentum flux below cloud-base. This later contribution is often not represented in many446

traditional parameterizations (e.g., Gregory et al., 1997).447

u′w′ ∼Mcuucu +Mdud +Muuu (5)

Here Mcu, Md and Mu are mass fluxes in the cloudy updrafts, strong downdrafts and448

updrafts, which are calculated as a product of vertical velocity and area fraction using449

objective based definitions (See Sec.3.4). ucu , ud and uu are the zonal (or meridional)450

velocities in the cloudy updrafts, strong downdrafts and updrafts respectively. Before451

we evaluate the total contribution to the momentum flux, we first analyze the profiles452

of mass flux.453

3.5.1 Profiles of Mass flux454

The vertical profiles of mass flux have a peculiar vertical structure (Fig.6). The max-455

imum mass flux through updrafts is observed below the cloud base, decreases in the cloud456

layer and remains constant in the counter-gradient flux layer near cloud-tops (between457

1 - 2 km, Fig.6a). The mass-flux through strong downdrafts peak near cloud-tops (around458

2.5 km) where either the entraining air or subsiding shells likely play important role (Heus459

& Jonker, 2008).460

We further analyzed the contribution to mass-flux from vertical velocity and area461

fraction of the drafts (Fig.6b,c). The updraft velocities peak below cloud base but have462

relatively smaller area fraction. In comparison, the velocities in cloudy updrafts peak near463

cloud-tops (near 2 km) but have a maximum area fraction in the transition layer (near464

peak cloud) at around 800 m. In effect, their net contribution to the mass flux peaks in465

the transition layer. In contrast, for strong downdrafts, vertical velocities as well as their466

area fraction both peak near cloud-tops (near 2 km). This further corroborates a pos-467

sible role of subsiding shells in generating strong mass flux near cloud-tops in these sim-468

ulations.469

3.5.2 Mass flux based contribution to momentum flux470

Now we calculate the mass flux based contribution to the total momentum flux.471

Consistent with the lack of clouds below 500 m (Fig.1d), the contribution of cloudy up-472

drafts to the total momentum flux is insignificant in the subcloud layer (Fig.7a). Near473

the upper part of cloud layer (∼ 1 km) the cloudy updraft contribution is positive. This474

cloudy updraft contribution sharply becomes negative at around 1500 m consistent with475

faster cloudy updraft speeds noted before (Fig.5c). Below the cloud layer, a significant476

contribution (around 35% of the total flux) to the flux occurs mainly through the un-477

saturated updrafts.478

Also consistent with Fig.5a, the strong downdrafts induce positive momentum flux479

below 500 m possibly through asymmetric cold-pools (Fig.7a). The downdrafts have a480

small negative flux contribution in the cloud layer and in the lower part of counter-gradient481

flux layer. Interestingly, although the difference between the downdraft velocity and en-482

vironment was found to be small above 1.5 km (Fig.5a), their net contribution to the483

momentum flux is significant (Fig.7a). This suggests that contributions to the momen-484

tum flux are dominated by the profile of mass flux in strong downdrafts near cloud-tops.485
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Figure 7. The domain mean vertical profiles of total momentum flux in ICON-LEM (Blue)

and total flux carried through objectively sampled Cloudy updrafts (red), strong downdrafts

(green) and updrafts (cyan) for a) zonal component and b) meridional component
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In fact, the significant positive contribution from strong downdrafts almost cancels the486

negative contribution from cloudy updrafts inducing a small flux above 2 km.487

A similar picture emerges for the meridional momentum flux (Fig.7b). The cloudy488

updrafts carry negative momentum flux above the cloud layer. The downdrafts carry neg-489

ative momentum flux in the transition layer but carry small momentum flux above it.490

To conclude, mass flux based estimations of the momentum flux capture the right491

sign of the momentum flux in the transition layer near cloud base but severely under-492

estimate it. The representation of the thick positive counter-gradient flux layer is not493

captured by the mass flux based parameterizations. Furthermore, contributions from un-494

saturated updrafts are significant below the cloud base and need to be included in the495

mass flux based parameterizations.496

4 Discussion497

4.1 Mechanism of flux generation498

Our analysis of momentum flux budget revealed new processes driving counter-gradient499

momentum flux near cloud-tops in these simulations as compared to past studies (Schlemmer500

et al., 2017; Larson et al., 2019). It is worth doing a detailed scrutiny of the physical mech-501

anism controlling the new processes. We begin by distinguishing the mechanisms that502

produces positive (counter-gradient) momentum flux and friction, and later discuss how503

divergent horizontal circulations contribute to the flux generation.504

As a friction depends on the convergence of momentum flux, the mechanisms that505

produce positive (and hence counter-gradient) momentum flux act against the friction506

effect. Hence, these mechanisms weaken the friction in the transition layer and instead507

distribute the friction over a thicker layer by weakening the gradients of momentum flux.508

The dominant mechanisms of momentum flux generation strongly depend on the509

relative magnitude of pressure terms, buoyancy terms and horizontal circulation terms.510

The importance of these terms depends on the ability of the simulation to generate re-511

alistic balances in the vertical momentum equation and correlations of horizontal mo-512

mentum fluxes with vertical winds. The dominant balance in the vertical momentum equa-513

tion is not understood completely and is still an active research topic with unresolved514

paradoxes and enigmas (Sherwood et al., 2013; de Roode et al., 2012; Romps & Charn,515

2015; Hernandez-Deckers & Sherwood, 2016; Morrison, 2016).516

It is useful to discuss this complexity using an example of a buoyant thermal sim-517

ilar to previous classical studies (e.g. (Houze Jr, 2014; Doswell III & Markowski, 2004)).518

A buoyant thermal can rise-up pushing away the fluid above it laterally. Consequently,519

as the thermal rises up other fluid has to occupy its space below to satisfy mass conti-520

nuity. This implies that high pressure must develop above the thermal and low pressure521

below it. If this pressure gradient exactly balances the buoyancy force, then during the522

motion the thermal faces no vertical acceleration. In this situation, significant horizon-523

tal accelerations may still get generated (List and Lozowski (1970) and Das (1979)).524

In this case, hydrostatic balance is established in the effective area of influence over525

which the thermal is able to push fluid laterally. If a small area surrounding the ther-526

mal is considered then the buoyancy residue (buoyancy force not balanced by vertical527

pressure gradients) can be large as only a part of the fluid pushed away by the thermal528

would be under consideration. But if an adequately large area surrounding a thermal529

is considered then the buoyancy residue is likely to be zero as all the fluid involved in530

the horizontal mass movement would be accounted for. In that latter case, even-though531

the system would be in hydrostatic balance as a whole, the impact of buoyancy is man-532

ifested in terms of the generation of horizontal circulations.533
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This is likely the case in our 100 km domain where horizontal circulations carry534

most of the momentum flux divergence. In contrast, on the 25 km domain case, the buoy-535

ancy is the dominant term, while the horizontal circulations have a small influence. This536

is expected because when only a limited area around the thermal is considered, the cloud-537

scale and meso-scale fluctuations of horizontal wind and associated momentum trans-538

port is severely underestimated.539

4.2 Effect of model set-up540

It is likely that a model set-up with double periodic boundary conditions and lim-541

ited domain size imposes constraints on the development of the horizontal circulations.542

This is possible because even-though the clouds occupy only 4-6% of the domain area543

at any point of time, the associated horizontal circulations may sometimes develop over544

significantly (sometimes 10 times) larger regions on account of strong horizontal accel-545

erations. A model domain only 10 times the size of a cumulus cloud will pose a signif-546

icant constraint for the development of other adjacent clouds.547

The conclusions about the dominant balance in the vertical momentum budget will548

likely be dependent on the ability of the simulation to resolve surrounding circulations549

realistically. In this aspect, the present ICON-LEM set-up surpasses earlier investiga-550

tions as it has a large domain and does not enforce periodic boundary conditions.551

5 Conclusions:552

In this study, we utilized the unique multi-day simulations of ICON-LEM at 150553

m resolution to investigate the character of shallow CMT over the tropical Atlantic. We554

analyzed the resolved flows in the boundary layer and the cloud layer to demonstrate555

that shallow convection acts like an “apparent friction” to decelerate the north-easterly556

trade winds. The decelerations are strongest just below where most cloud bases reside,557

at the base of the transition layer (at 500 m from surface) and are orchestrated by the558

unsaturated updrafts. In the peak cloud layer (800 m), the cumulus friction is minimum559

but is distributed over a thicker layer than found in earlier investigations.560

The distinguishing feature of ICON-LEM simulations is the presence of counter-561

gradient zonal momentum flux in a 1 km thick layer above the jet extremum (at 1 km)562

near cloud-tops. The counter-gradient flux layer was almost twice as thick than those563

observed in the idealised simulations of BOMEX and RICO.564

To understand the mechanism sustaining the counter-gradient momentum flux we565

calculated the budget of momentum flux. This allowed us to separate the effect of shear-566

driven turbulence on the wind profile from the effect of buoyant convection. Detailed anal-567

ysis of different mechanisms influencing the momentum flux revealed that the dominant568

mechanism acts through a subtle balance between the flux generation through non-hydrostatic569

buoyancy residue (BR) and the horizontal circulations triggered by the associated pres-570

sure gradients. These mechanisms produce significant positive, counter-gradient momen-571

tum flux that counteracts the negative flux production through shear driven turbulent572

diffusion.573

The identification of the dominant mechanism was found to be dependent on the574

domain size and the ability of the model to realistically simulate the horizontal circu-575

lations surrounding clouds. Simulations with idealized, doubly-periodic boundary con-576

ditions are likely to face artificial constraints in simulating these circulations. As ICON-577

LEM was devoid of these problems; our analysis is qualitatively better than previous es-578

timates even though further improvement in the resolution would help improve these es-579

timates.580
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We further analyzed the momentum and momentum flux transport through ob-581

jectively identified convective entities. Consistent with our previous analysis, we find that582

clouds impart weak friction as they rise slower than their surroundings. The positive mo-583

mentum flux carried through clouds quickly diminishes to zero in the upper part of the584

cloud layer (near 1.5 km). In effect, clouds do not contribute significantly to the counter-585

gradient momentum flux near cloud-tops.586

The momentum transport represented by mass-flux based parameterisations is found587

to capture the right sign of the flux in the transition layer (800 m from surface) but un-588

derestimates it severely. The unsaturated updrafts are found to carry significant momen-589

tum below cloud-base (below 500 m) and need to be represented in traditional param-590

eterisation. The momentum flux in the counter-gradient layer near cloud tops is not rep-591

resented by these parameterisations.592

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that a significant counter-gradient momen-593

tum flux remains near cloud-tops due to momentum flux generation by non-hydrostatic594

pressure gradients and horizontal circulations surrounding them. These new mechanisms595

of momentum transport are not represented in most climate models and may have fun-596

damental implications for simulations of the trade winds.597

Appendix A Horizontal transport terms:598

The momentum flux budget presented in Eq.1 combines all terms that are not ex-599

plicitly represented in Horizontal transport (‘H. Trans’) term. These consist of four terms,600

H.Trans = −U ∂u
′w′

∂x
− ∂u′2w′

∂x
− (w′v

∂u′

∂y
+ u′v

∂w′

∂y
) − 1

ρ

∂(wρu′w′)

∂z
(A1)

The first term on the right hand side represents the zonal flux convergence through601

mean zonal winds, the second one represents the zonal flux convergence through pertur-602

bation winds, the third term is similar to the first two but for flux convergence in the603

meridional direction. The last term represents the vertical flux convergence through mean604

vertical winds.605

The vertical convergece term is likely to be smallest on account of small domain606

mean vertical winds both in 25 km or 100 km, also consistent with findings of (LeMone,607

1983). Then the resultant transport is dominated by flux convergence in zonal and merid-608

ional direction. We call it ‘Horizontal transport’ for simplicity keeping in mind that it609

occurs mainly through horizontal flux convergence.610
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